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NCCF Remembrance Project
Leeds October 2018
Welcome to Leeds minster where we will be holding a
re-dedication ceremony for the British Nuclear Test Veterans
memorial in the grounds of the Minster.
The Nuclear Community Charity Fund is delivering a
remembrance project where all Nuclear Test memorials across
the UK will be restored and rededicated. Our aim is to ensure
the memorials remain accessible for generations to come
and that the human stories behind each memorial can also be
shared with those generations.
Following this ceremony
refreshments will be available
in the Minster for those who
have pre-booked. During the
Evensong Service, the standard
of the West Yorkshire Branch
of the BNTVA will be laid up
within the Minster.
BNTVA West Yorkshire Standard laid
up at York Minster 7th October 2018.
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NCCF Projects
The NCCF continues to deliver much needed projects to our
nuclear community, alongside the Remembrance Project we have
a Communications Project responsible for creating the exciting
new exposure magazine, the only source of news regarding our
projects. We have established a centre of excellence with the CHRC
at Brunel University London and we have a number of scientific
and sociological research projects being delivered within its
remit. The jewel of the NCCF projects is the Care Wellbeing and
Inclusion Fund, set up to ease suffering and increase wellbeing
within the British Nuclear Community. The fund is financed from
an endowment investment which provides an annual return from
which the grants are made. The structure of the fund and its
anticipated lifespan was directed by the grant funding body as they
require the fund to be available to the nuclear community for at
least the next 15 years.
Remembrance Expanded
Each memorial has its unique exhibition within
our virtual museum bridging the physical world
with the online repository and preserving the
heritage of our nuclear community.
You can visit the memorial at:
nucleartest.online or by scanning
this QR code with your smartphone.

To get a FREE subscription
of our exposure magazine
Vist www.exposure.press or write to:
Exposure
PO Box 8244
Castle Donington
DE74 2BY
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Leeds Minster Memorial re-dedication 7th October 2018

